All Quiet on the Western Front						Name:_______________
				Period:________
Part I Beginning to Geese (40 minutes)

1. What is the one word that the professor uses to describe Germany?
	The Mother Country

The Fatherland
The German Republic
The Weimar Republic

2. What does the professor call Paul?
	“A slacker”

“A great soldier”
“A man with great potential”
“A dreamer”

3. What has happened to Franz as the rest of the soldiers go to visit him in the hospital?
	Lost his leg

Lost his arm
He has died of a bullet wound
He has been badly burnt by an explosion

4. What do all of the students decide to do together?
	Leave Germany for their homes

Study for a large exam
Enlist in the German army
Take a nap while watching a movie

5. Which of these would best describe their training?
	Organized, with daily marching

Hard, but fair
Chaotic
Somewhat easy

6. What happens to Corporal Himylstach after his night out?
	He meets with the Kaiser to discuss the next day’s activities

He dies from a bullet wound to the head
He gets jumped by soldiers and gets mocked
He punishes Kat for being too easy on the soldiers

7. As the soldiers are ready to board the train what sobering sight do they see?
	All the wounded being taken off of the train

Paul’s best friend who had died in action
German soldiers declaring that Germany has lost the war
That many children were dead because of a school being bombed



8. What does Kat tell them about the fight ahead?
	Forget all they learned in boot camp and he will teach them practical things

Many of them will die
To be brave no matter what the circumstances
To never forget what your dreams are

9. What is the most feared weapon of all?
	Machine gun fire

Grenades
Gas
The shovel

Part II From Geese to Paul stepping off the train to go home (38 minutes)

10. What does Joseph want to do with his life when he gets out?
	Become a minister

Get married
Become an engineer
Become a general in the army

11. As the new troops show up, what does Kat find out about the soldiers?
	There are only 4 of them

They are very young
They have come to relieve their unit
Many of them are afraid to fight

12. What does Kat say a shovel is best used for?
	To dig trenches

To be a crutch if you get hurt
To dig graves with
To use the blade side to take someone’s head off

13. What happens to the corporal when he shows up?
	He is laughed at by Kat’s troops

He is shown no respect by Paul and the others
He is mocked by Paul and Kat
All of the above

14. On the morning after a large offensive attack by the French, what do the soldiers take part in?
	A parade

Another battle in the trenches
A march in honor of the Kaiser
None of the above

15. The Kaiser motivates the soldiers by stating that they have all “Performed actions worthy of our _____”
	Holy Nation

Great Cause
God
Kaiser
16. As Paul and his 2 friends are bathing in the pool, what do they see?
	3 Frenchmen stealing goods from their tents

3 German soldiers fighting over food
3 French women watching them in the pond
3 of Paul’s friends get shot by the French

17. What are they attracted to?
	The food

The German soldiers
The German weapons
None of the above

18. What happens to Charlie on the afternoon before their big date?
	He dies

He gets shot in the leg
He comes down with the flu
Paul and the others get him drunk

19. How old does Paul tell the woman he is?
	27

24
19
21

20. What is the dead room?
	Place in the basement where they say good bye to life

An open grave
The emergency room where the doctors operate
The room where all of the legs or arms are amputated

21. What does Paul tell the nun?
	He wishes very much to go home

He wishes that he never enlisted in the army
He is concerned about Albert’s well being
He wants someone to look over the troops when he leaves for home

22. What does Albert ask for?
	Something for the pain

His boots
A gun
His watch

Part III Paul stepping off the train to go home to end (40 minutes)

23. What is wrong with Paul’s mother?
	Cancer

Lung disease
Depression
She misses Paul
24. Paul talks about how the war is to his mother, how does he describe it?
	Like nothing he has ever seen

Like a large grave
Not very bad
Germany is doing well

25. When Paul goes back to school, what do the teacher and Paul discuss?
	How some of his friends have died

How much the professor is proud of them
Just trying to stay alive
All of the above

26. Who does Paul write a letter to?
	His mother

His sister
Kat
His teacher

27. What does Paul say about the meaning of life?
	Everyone must understand it

It has no meaning
To know the meaning is to die
To know the meaning is to live

28. As Kat and Paul are walking down the dirt road, Kat is talking about the enemy and how they just have too much stuff. Who is he most likely talking about?
	The new French troops

The British navy
The United States entry into the war
None of the above

29. What happens to Kat after he is carried into the hospital?
	He is treated for a wounded leg

He is sent home on sick leave
He is treated and then quickly sent back to the front lines
He is pronounced dead

30. What does Paul see that intrigues him?
	How the troops are so young

How he knows the he has turned into Kat
A flower
A bird

31. What happens as the movie ends?
	The trench is hit with a bomb that kills them all

Paul draws the bird in the tree and thinks back to his childhood
Paul draws the bird in the tree and sends it home to his mother
Paul is killed as he is drawing the bird in the tree


